A mixed integer programming model is proposed to solve supplier selection and order allocation problem for a manufacturer. In this model, quality, delivery performance, and purchasing cost are chosen as three criteria to select suppliers and set as objectives. Inventory level, goods flow balance, service level, supply ability, and marketing demand are considered as constraints. In the proposed model, the three objectives have different weights which are given by experts. However, the experts score the weight by many subjective factors. So, the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) based approach is used to calculate the weighted values. In the end, a case study illustrates the advantage of weighted values solved by FAHP. And the result shows that a weighted model is more advantageous for supplier selection and order allocation.
Introduction
Suppliers and manufacturers play an important role in the supply chain network. The procurement between them affects the downstream of the supply chain. Reasonable purchasing price and good quality of raw materials can reduce manufacturing cost. And then distributors and retailers can get the product from upstream with reduced wholesale price. Finally, customers can be benefited. What is more, reasonable price and good quality of the product can enlarge the demand, which benefits the entire supply chain. Obviously, supplier selection and order allocation are critical.
We consider the procurement between a manufacturer and suppliers in two aspects, supplier selection and order allocation. For supplier selection, Dickson [1] and Weber et al. [2] made some researches in the criteria for supplier selection, and they ranked the importance for each criterion. According to the researches of Dickson and Weber et al., quality, delivery performance, and purchasing cost are regarded as the criteria for supplier selection. And rejected items from the supplier are used to reflect quality, and late delivery items are used to reflect delivery performance. Purchasing cost involves inventory cost, cooperative cost, and wholesale cost. These three criteria have relevance with each other, so a multiobjective function is formulated to solve supplier selection problem in this paper.
As for order allocation, a decision variable is set for purchasing quantity. We can obtain corresponding order allocation after solving supplier selection problem. To make the result more reasonable, besides customer's demand, inventory level, and supply ability as constraints, a minimum order quantity is required for manufactures. Furthermore, rejected items and late delivery items are taken into consideration in goods flow, which makes the multiobjective function more reasonable for supplier selection and order allocation in real life situation.
The innovation of this paper is to use fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) which was proposed by Zadeh [3] in 1965. The weights of three objectives are calculated by FAHP in proposed MIP model. And we apply the weighted values into an innovative model to solve supplier selection and order allocation problem. The reason why FAHP is used to solve the weighted values is that different manufacturers give different importance to these criteria. For example, manufacturers not only focus on the cost of fresh product, but also focus more on the quality. So, these criteria should be given a weighted value to reflect their importance. Furthermore, these criteria are scored by experts subjectively. So, FAHP is used to improve 2 Scientific Programming this problem. Compared to conventional AHP, FAHP is a better method to avoid uncertainties as many as possible.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is the literature review about supplier selection and order allocation. In Section 3, we introduce the index, parameters, and decision variables. Then the multiobjective function is formulated for supplier selection. Section 4 introduces some approaches to solve supplier selection. And we propose some steps to solve this problem. Section 5 uses a case study to illustrate the advantage of weighted values solved by FAHP, and two results solved by single Crisp Formulation and a weighted model are compared in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 is the conclusion.
Literature Review
For supplier selection, two scholars made some important researches. Dickson [1] started to research it in 1966 by raising questionnaires to 273 procurement managers and agents, and 170 valid responses were received. Afterwards, 23 criteria were summarized to evaluate a supplier. According to this summary, Dickson analyzed these 23 criteria and these 23 criteria were ranked in terms of importance. Another scholar, Weber et al. [2] , systematically concluded 74 literatures published from 1967 to 1990 about supplier selection and these 23 criteria were ranked again [4] . The importance ranked by Dickson expressed more views from the perspective of procurement managers and agents while Weber's views expressed some scholars' thoughts [5] . It was noticeable that purchasing cost, delivery performance, and quality were all ranked to top three by both Dickson and Weber et al. Based on these fundamental papers, many scholars published some articles about optimal approaches or decisions such as Zhen [6] in 2015 and Dong et al. [7] in 2010.
As for the methods to solve supplier selection problem, scholars like Kumar et al. (2005) [8] applied fuzzy sets to formulate a model solving the Multiobjective Integer Programming Vendor Selection Problem (MIP VSP), minimizing the purchasing cost, net late delivery items, and net rejected items. Kumar et al. (2008) [9] used AHP and fuzzy linearprogramming to solve supplier selection with minimum cost. Lee (2009) [10] ranked suppliers in accordance with profit, marketing opportunity, cost, and risk, then selecting suppliers by Fuzzy AHP. Kokangul and Susuz (2009) [11] used AHP and nonlinear programming to formulate an objective function to maximize TVP (Total Value of Procurement) and minimize TCP (Total Cost of Procurement), selecting suppliers and allocating orders. Mafakheri et al. (2011) [12] and other scholars proposed a two-stage method. These scholars applied AHP to rank potential suppliers in the first stage, and goal programming was used to solve maximum TVP (Total Cost of Procurement) and minimum TCP (Total Cost of Procurement) in the second stage. Shaw et al. (2012) [13] chose Fuzzy AHP and fuzzy objectives to select suppliers. In this model, Fuzzy AHP was used to calculate weighted values, and these values were applied to goal programming model for supplier selection. Qian (2014) [4] analyzed many important factors in supplier selection in detail, including purchasing cost, delivery performance, profit, and lean production. And these factors were taken into account in different markets with certain demands and uncertain demands to balance the profit and supplier selection. Choudhary and Shankar (2014) [14] set a model about inventory, supplier selection, and transportation programming problem solved by the goal programming model, and solutions were compared to analyze advantages and disadvantages of different methods. Kar (2015) [15] combined Neural Network Algorithm, AHP, and fuzzy sets to select suppliers. And Scott et al. (2015) [16] with other scholars combined AHP and QFD to make the research about requirements from stakeholders in supplier selection.
From the above literatures, single objective programming is used the most for supplier selection. But multiobjective programming is used in this paper because we consider more about the relevance among different objectives. Meanwhile, the corresponding order allocation can be obtained after solving supplier selection problem. What is more, Fuzzy AHP is used instead of AHP to calculate weighted values, because this method is more reasonable for supplier selection and order allocation in real life situation.
Model Formulation
In this paper, we assume that long period marketing regulation makes the demands from customers predictable. And single product is considered for supplier selection and order allocation in this paper. In this problem, a manufacturer has alternative suppliers and makes plans over periods. When considering customer demands, a manufacturer must consider order fulfillment, especially in the Build-to-Order supply chain according to Ye et al. (2006) [17] and other scholars, because it reflects the service level and the cost of inventory. And the higher the service level is, the more the cost of inventory will be. What is more, the delivery performance and goods quality of a supplier have an effect on purchasing quantity. And it should be mentioned that rejected items rate and late delivery items rate are also the factors for supplier selection and order allocation.
Other assumptions are shown as follows:
(i) demands of product over each period can be predicted;
(ii) both stock shortage and overstocked products are allowed;
(iii) the productivity of a supplier is limited;
(iv) cooperative cost only occurs when products are purchased from a supplier;
(v) holding cost of inventory only occurs when products are held over more than one period;
(vi) late delivery items will be received at the next period;
(vii) rejected items will be disposed, and they will not be regarded as inventory when held over more than one period;
(viii) late delivery items will be regarded as qualified items, and suppliers have enough time to check them before sending;
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Based on the assumptions mentioned above, index, parameters, and decision variables are considered as shown in Notations.
To select optimum suppliers, we set three objective functions to minimize net rejected items as 1 , late delivery items as 2 , and purchasing cost as 3 . So, this problem can be formulated as
(1)
Subject to
≥ 0 and integer, ∀ , ∀
∈ {0, 1} , ∀ , ∀ .
We assume that (1), (2), and (3) are all subject to above constraints, including the balance of goods flow, purchasing quantity, supply ability, stock shortage, and minimum order quantity. Equation (4) is the balance of goods flow. Equation (5) means the reasonable order allocation, because, at each period, orders should not exceed total demand. Equation (6) shows that order allocation to a supplier cannot exceed its productivity. Equation (7) is the maximum inventory level and (8) means that, at the service level , the rate (1− ) can be used to reflect stock shortage. Equation (9) is the minimum order quantity set by suppliers. Equations (10) to (13) are nonnegative constraints and integral sets.
It is noticeable that rejected items and late delivery items from manufacturers are taken into account. In real life situation, rejected items and late delivery items have the impact on inventory, which means that they affect order allocation. Figure 1 shows that, over period, the inventory cost and stock shortage of a manufacturer are affected by the inventory and stock shortage over ( − 1) period. And the late delivery items from ( − 1) period are added to period.
Methods to Solve Supplier Selection and Order Allocation
Generally, a single Crisp Formulation [8] is used to solve supplier selection and order allocation. But this method fails to consider the weighted value of each objective function. So, a weighted-additive model is proposed by Tiwari et al. [18] . It can be presented by Figure 1 : Balance of goods flow. Table 1 : The importance of AHP [10] .
Number Importance 1 S a m e i m p o r t a n c e 3 S l i g h t i m p o r t a n c e 5
General importance 7
Strong importance 9 E x t r e m e i m p o r t a n c e 2, 4, 6, 8
Balanced value where and are the weighted values of each objective function.
( ) and ( ) are the membership degree proposed by Zadeh [3] , which can be presented by
where max is the upper bound that can be found by maximizing feasible solutions of the objective function. In the same way, min is the lower bound that can be found by minimizing feasible solutions of the objective functions. The membership degree in this paper is used to calculate the proportion of each criterion, so it is critical to final result with weighted values. However, weighted values in the weighted-additive model are often decided by decision makers subjectively or calculated by conventional AHP, which is not accurate enough. So, in order to make the result more reasonable in real life situation, we use FAHP to calculate the weighted values. Experts score each target according to the importance shown in Table 1 , and a corresponding comparison matrix will be made. After that, the comparison matrix is transformed into triangular fuzzy numbers according to the principle proposed by Lee (2009) [10] , shown in Table 2 . Then the weighted value of each objective function can be calculated. Table 2 : Transformed fuzzy number [10] .
Fuzzy number
Characteristic function
According to the weighted-additive model, we propose the model
where is the weighted value solved by FAHP and is the membership degree of each objective function. This model involves weighted values solved by FAHP to make the result more reasonable, and it can simplify the calculation compared to weighted-additive model. So, it is used to solve supplier selection and order allocation problem in this paper.
To conclude, the above illustrations demonstrate the necessary improvement of the single Crisp Formulation when solving a multiobjective programming problem without weighted values. And a weighted model with membership degree and weighted values based on FAHP approach is more reasonable to solve supplier selection and order allocation in real life situations.
Six steps will be involved in solving this problem, and these steps are considered as follows.
Step 1. Decide which criterion should be scored by experts. Generally, AHP is widely used to rank the importance of many factors. But FAHP is used to calculate the weighted values in this paper.
Step 2. Experts will score those criteria from 1 to 9 according to the importance shown in Table 1 . And several comparison matrices are made. Step 3. After that, these comparison matrices are transformed to fuzzy numbers according to Table 2 .
Step 4. Use FAHP to calculate weighted values.
Step 5. Under constraints (4) to (13), three objective functions are solved. By maximization, upper bound max can be obtained, and by minimization, lower bound min can be obtained.
Step 6. Weighted values solved in Step 4 and the membership degree of each objective function are added to the weighted model (15) . Finally, the result of supplier selection and order allocation can be calculated.
A Case Study

Data Description.
Data from a plastic and textile company (hereinafter to be referred to as KF Company) are used to check the feasibility of the weighted model. Maximum inventory for KF Company to store nylon is 40 tons, and the inventory cost is 1 thousand RMB per unit ton. The nylon comes from three suppliers, 1 , 2 , and 3 , respectively, and related data in 2014 are shown in Tables 3-7 .
Calculating by FAHP.
According to three objective functions mentioned in Section 3, a questionnaire is designed, and experts in KF Company score the importance of three criteria. Then six questionnaires are received and we transform them into six comparison matrices shown in Table 8 . And Matlab is used to check their consistency. If a matrix cannot qualify the consistency, it may be the incorrect scores from experts. So, experts need to check it again until all matrices qualify the consistency after programming. According to Table 8 , six comparison matrices are transformed into a fuzzy matrix. And the final scoring result is shown in Table 9 .
The weighted values are shown in Table 10 .
From the result analyzed in Table 10 , quality weighs the most for supplier selection, the following weight is purchasing cost, and delivery performance is the least. A manager from KF Company said that, in order to achieve more satisfaction from customers for longer cooperation, they put more emphasis on quality. He also said that the reason why delivery performance weighed the least was because they had stable customers, and orders were given in advance so that manufacturing could be organized well. However, if KF Company wants to expand market to receive more orders from the retailer, delivery performance and other factors are needed to be considered more.
Computational Results.
At the service level of 0.99, 0.90, and 0.8, we program the objective function with weighted values and maximum membership degree. The programming is implemented with Lingo 11.0 in less than 5 minutes. And the computer's type is Intel5 Celeron U3400 and CPU is 1.1 GHZ. Table 11 shows the minimum and maximum values of the function at different service levels. The result of service level at 0.99 is taken as an example, plotting its graph for membership function of quality, delivery performance, and purchasing cost, shown in Figure 2 .
The results of weighted model are shown in Tables 12-14 . Three suppliers are all selected over the planning period during twelve months. The value of cost function is an upward trend with the rise of service level while the value of quality function and delivery performance function is stable.
The single Crisp Formulation without weighted values is also solved under the same sets, and the results are shown in Table 15 .
Result Analysis
By using the weighted model and single Crisp Formulation solving this problem, we illustrate the results by charts and diagrams. Taking an example, at the service level 0.99, we can show the purchasing quantities in Figure 3 and the actual shortage of goods in Figure 4 . Although the scale of this problem is relatively small, two charts still reflect an obvious difference of purchasing quantities, and this difference occurs in April, May, August, and October, which means that the weighed values indeed affect order allocation.
Besides the illustration mentioned above, another method is used to demonstrate the difference between two results. In view of the different metrics of different functions, Value Path Approach (VPA) [13] can be used to set a norm for these compared results. That is to say, each objective functional value can be standardized by dividing a minimum functional value at the same service level. After being standardized, all functions are dimensionless; as a result, the smaller the VPA value of a minimized function is, the more reasonable the result is. Table 16 illustrates the functional values with corresponding VPA values at different service levels given by two methods. Figure 4 shows the standardized results of functional values. When the service level is 0.99, by means of VPA, we can demonstrate that the single Crisp Formulation is more advantageous than the weighted model in purchasing cost and delivery performance, at 10.31% and 0.13%, respectively, and 2% less in quality. When the service level is 0.9, delivery performance of the single Crisp Formulation is 10.74% more than the weighed model, but quality is 4.1% less and purchasing cost is 0.01% less. When the service level is 0.8, delivery performance solved by the single Crisp Formulation is 11.19% more than the weighted model while quality and purchasing cost are less, 5.46% and 0.93%, respectively. In summary, delivery performance is more advantageous in the single Crisp Formulation, which means that net late delivery items are less and suppliers are better in delivery performance. And the fluctuation of purchasing cost between two methods is not obvious, and the result of quality in the single Crisp Formulation is inferior to the weighted model. This means that net rejected items in the single Crisp Formulation are more than the weighted model.
What is more, Figure 5 also demonstrates that standardized VPA value of quality and delivery performance is shattered, which indicates that the weighted values added to quality and delivery performance have an impact on their functions. As for purchasing cost, the VPA value is similar in two methods. So, we conclude that the cost function is not sensitive to its weighted value. Besides, the importance of three functions is the same in the single Crisp Formulation. That is to say, two weighted values of purchasing cost are similar. So, two results of purchasing cost are similar between two methods. However, weighted values of quality and delivery performance solved by FAHP show a large discrepancy between two methods. So, net rejected items are decreased but late delivery items are increased in the weighted model. All in all, the weighted model makes the purchase strategy prefer the function of high weighed values such as cost function, showing the asymmetry of this problem. At the same time, service level affects net rejected items and late delivery items more than purchasing cost. Figure 6 illustrates different service levels and solving methods will have the impact on the results. For all service levels, weighted results of quality and purchasing cost are close to 1, and delivery performance is above 1; while results of quality solved by Crisp Formulation is above 1, delivery performance and purchasing cost are close to 1. For quality, the VPA value of Crisp Formulation is larger than the weighted model, and the higher the service level is, the smaller the VPA value is. For delivery performance, the VPA value is larger in weighted model with a more centralized distribution so that it has a larger difference than the result of Crisp Formulation. This reflects the same conclusion shown in Figure 5 , indicating that service level has a direct impact on net rejected items and net late delivery items. As for purchasing cost, although the VPA value of Crisp Formulation is more than 1, it is almost the same as the result of weighted model. This figure can further illustrate quality and delivery performance are more sensitive to the weighted value solved by FAHP, and it can affect net rejected items and late delivery items, but purchasing cost is insensitive to the weighted value and slightly affects net rejected items and late delivery items. Figure 7 tells us that, at the service level of 0.99, stock shortage fluctuates obviously for the single Crisp Formulation, but, for the weight model, it is stable. This indicates that weighted values have a positive effect on inventory.
The membership degree for Crisp Formulation and the weighted model are shown in Table 17 .
Finally, the trend of maximum membership value at different service levels with different solving methods is shown in Figure 8 . It is obvious that all membership values of the single Crisp Formulation are smaller than the weighted model, which means that weighted model can obtain a higher membership degree with high weighted values. So an optimum solution can be obtained, and it is more reasonable in real life situation.
Conclusions
There is no doubt that supplier selection is a complex task because it is hard to keep the balance among all criteria.
Therefore, if a manufacturer wants to obtain a sustainable market, supplier selection and order allocation play the crucial role in a supply chain.
This paper uses FAHP to calculate weighted values, and two results from single Crisp Formulation and the weighted model are compared to further illustrate some advantages of FAHP solving weighted values. Nevertheless, some related issues should be proposed for future researches.
(1) Large-Scale Problems. With the increasing of planning periods and the number of suppliers, the calculation of the model will be more difficult, because Lingo is generally applied in small-scale problems. So, heuristic algorithm should be used such as genetic algorithm to solve this problem.
(2) Demand Uncertainty. Certain demand of the market is assumed in this paper. But if some industries such as clothing with great fluctuation need to select suppliers, the model needs to be improved with random demands.
(3) Diversity of Products. Supplier selection and order allocation are harder to be solved when products are various. In fact, many companies produce more than one sort of product. So, in future researches, a hybrid approach proposed by Yang and Dong (2012) [19] is used to solve product configuration problems for supplier selection and order allocation. 
Decision Variables
: Purchasing quantity from supplier over period : = 1 if a manufacturer places orders to suppliers over period, 0 otherwise.
